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1. Introduction 

When we examine the early Korean migration 

into ancient Japan, we may focus on a few 

areas such as northern Kyushu, the Yamato 

basin area, the Kibi region, the Sanin-Hokuriku 

regions, and the Kanto region. Among these 

regions, movement to the Yamato and Kyushu 

regions is relatively well recorded in the 

Kojiki, Nihonshoki, and other documents. But 

the rest of the regions, especially, the Sanin 

and Hokuriku regions, were intentional1y 

neglected in the 0田cial documents of the past. 

The Sanin and Hokuriku regions1) were 

dosely related with the Sil1ajKaya and Koguryo 

4. Aγenues of Transportation 
5. Vestiges of Korean Migration 
9. Conclusion 

cultures in ancient Korea. 2) Furthermore, the 

regions were related with the northeast region 

in China and the maritime territory as well. 

In reviewing the vestiges of Korean migration 

into the Sanin and Hokuriku regions, iron 

smelting (tatara) , shifting cultivation, fishingj 

hunting, funeral services, shrine distribution, 

bullfighting (Oki island) , handmade paper, 
language, tales, legends, myths, blood types 

and other elements of high cultural diffusion 

suggest that a substantial group migration 

from ancient Korea to the Sanin and Hokuriku 

regions of ]apan occurred. 

Curiously enough, in a few areas, such as 

Mihonoseki, Daikon-jima, Iya in Izumo in 

Shimane prefecture, Shiragi in Tsuruga, Fukui 

* This paper was presented at the XVI Pacifìc Science Congress held in Seoul, Korea during August 
20"-'30, 1987. 

** Professor, Department of Geography, The University of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah, U.S.A. 
1) The Sanin region consists of Yamaguchi (along the coast of the sea J apan) , Shimane, Tottori, 

Hyogo prefectures (along the coast of the sea of Japan) and Kyoto-Fu (along the coast of the sea 
of ]apan). The Hokuriku region includes Fukui, Ishikawa, Toyama and Niigata prefectures. 

2) Kim, Chul-Jun, 1983, Haηgμk Sangosa ui J aengjeom (Argμments 01 Ancient History iη Korea) , edited 
by Chun, Kwan-Wu, Seoul, pp.207"-'208. 
Mizuno, Yu, 1978, “Izumo no nakano Shiragi bunka (Silla Cu1ture in the Izumo Region) ," N:ψpoη 
Bμnka to Chosen 3 (J apanese Cμlture and Korea) , Tokyo, pp.142"-'146. 
Mikami, Shizuhiro, 1974, “Sanin engan no hyochaku bunka (Drifter cu1ture along the Sea of 
Japan in the Sanin region) ," Higashi Asia no Kodai Bunka (Ancient C:μlture π East Asia) , 
pp. 73"'74. 
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prefecture, Nishi kanbara gun 1 wamuro village 

in Niigataka prefecture, and Senkita gun in 

Akita prefecture, residents hesitate to raise and 

eat chickens. Such cultural responses seem 

well correlated with the tales of the foundation 

of the Silla kingdom in ancient Korea. 3) These 

types of cultural similarities between Korea and 

Japan were most likely diffused by travel over 

the Liman and Tsushima sea currents in asso

ciation with the northwest wind which was 

dominant. Especial1y, the Liman sea current, 
beginning in the northern corner of the Sea of 

Okhotsk and then passing through the maritime 

territory, and the northeast region in China, 
which then merges with the warm waters 

produced by the Tsushima currents which then 

wash directly onto the coasts of the Sanin and 

Hokuriku regions. A number of ancient Koreans 

left the east coast of Korea and migrated into 

Japan, permanently settling in the Sanin and 

Hokuriku regions. One Japanese scholar, Tatsuo 

Sato, suggested that the currents connecting 

Korea to the Sanin and Hokuriku regions were 

utilized for communication and travel as ear1y 

as the Jomon period. In a sense, Koreans and 

Japanese are both decendents of the northern 
races and peoples. As a result, the ethnic mix 

and cultural manifestations of both the Koreans 

and Japanese are common in many ways.4l 

This paper takes a brief look at the ancient 

Korean migration and movement of people into 

the Sanin and Hokuriku regions of Japan, with 

reference to sea currents and other existing 

conditions of that time. Obviously, material 

and data related to this topic were limited; 

however, the author wil1 discuss these issues 

based upon extensive field work and library 

research conducted in Japan. 

2. Methodology 

In order to accomplish the goals of this 

project, the researcher did the following: 

(1) All ancient historical records relating to 

Korean migration from the Sam Han through 

the four Kingdom periods, for example, the 

ancient historical documents of Samkuksagi, 
Samkukyusa, and Japanese old historical record 

such as Kojiki, and Nihonahoki, Izumo-Fudoki 

and others were briefly examined. Also, previous 

research done by Chinese, Japanese, Korean 

and Western scholars was analyzed for perti

nent data. 

(2) The researcher visited academic and 

government institutes in Japan and Korea to 

exchange views with scholars concerning 

various historical, and archaeological sites 

related to Korean migration and obtained 

written materials. 

(3) The researcher used aerial photo and 

remote sensing technique to identify and select 

sites in the historic regions in conjunction with 

ancient Korean migration. Observation of these 

historical settlements by using air photo and 

3) Kim, Tal-Su, 1984, Nippoη no Naka πo Chosen-Bιnka (Korean Culture iπ Japan) , Tokyo, pp.74"'78. 
Mizuno, Yu, 1981, “Minsoku, shukyo kara kodai Nicho Kankei 0 kaimeisuruto CElucidate the 
relationships between ancient ]apan and Korea through the race and religion) , " Kodai no Nippoπ 
to Choseπ (Ancieπt Japaπ aπd Korea) , Tokyo, p. 130. 

4) Matsumoto, Seicho, 1983, “Kodai Nipponkai zuiso (Occasional thoughts on the Sea of ]apan) , ,. 
Kodai Nipponkai Bμnka (Ancieηt Cμltμre 0/ the Sea 0/ J apaη， edited by Koichi Mori, Tokyo, 
p.14. 
Kadowaki, Teiji, 1983, “Kodaishi ni okeru Nipponkai bunka (Cu1ture of the Sea of ]apan in 
ancient history) , " Kodai Nippoηkai Bκηka (Aπcieηt C:μltμre iη the Sea 0/ J apaπ) ， edited by Koichi 
Mori, Tokyo, pp. 62"'63. 
Mizuno, Yu, 1978, “ Izumo no naka no Shilagi bunka (S i1la cu1ture in Izumo) , " Nippoη Bunka t() 
Chosen (Japanese Cιlture and Korea) , Tokyo, pp.143 ......,145. 
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remote sensing techniques generated new insig

hts into the research topic. 

(4) Historical and physical evidence regarding 

the reason for the settlement was recorded. 

To further facilitate the study of this project, 

down in Korea. 5) However, in order to clarify 

the issues at hand, it is desirable to examine 

the Tungus movement in northeastern Asia. 

Lake Baikal in Russia is at the heart of the 

cradle of the northeast Asian peo:ple. Originating 

ancien t ma ps and archaic records ￦ere ana- near the Lake Baikal area in Russia were 

lyzed. the ancient Asian races, the Tungus race, the 

(5) Utilizing past field experience, this Yakuts race, and the Buryats race. Of these 

researcher carefully cross checked thevillage 

settlements patternjshape layout, relics, place 

names, legends, myths, poems and song. 

(6) This research was undertaken not only 

with Japanese materials, but also integrated 

cultural materials from Chinese and Korean 

sources, along with information already gained 

by Western scholars. In conjunction with these 

aspects, 1 am fluent in Japanese, Korean and 

Chinese. Proficiency in these languages ￦as 

essential for conducting this type of research. 

3. The Origins of the Korean People 

The origins of the Korean people has been a 

subject of debate among scholars for many years. 

Some say that ancestors of the Koreans were 

classified as the northern Mongolian race or in 

a broad sense that they belong to the Tungus 

race. Some may categorize the Tungus as an 

Altaic linguistic group. Archaeologically, Ko

reans were classified as farmers who ￦ere 

using moo-moon potteries. In this regard we 

may safely say that the Yemack who inhabited 

the north-west region in Korea were obviously 

the ancestors of the Korean races. Regardless to 

say, Koreans were classified as a northern race 

which migrated from north to south and settled 

groups, the Tungus and ancient races were 

the least advanced culturally. In comparison 

with the European cultures of that time, the 

Yakuts and Buryats lacked sophistication but 

were advanced when compared with groups 

surrounding the cold areas near Lake Baikal. 

The Tungus people, despite an incredibly 

high degree of mobility, lived in the extremely 

tough environment near Lake Baikal for a 

very long time. There was a high ra te of 

travel by boat and communication lines were 

established along the coldest Ob, Lena and 

Yenisey rivers flowing toward Siberia, as well 

as the rivers located at the southern end of 

Lake Baikal that :flowed southward. Eventually, 
groups of the Tungus race moved to the 

Manchuria plains, located in the northeast of 

present day China. There they began to form 

what we know to be the Manchu race. Other 

Tungus moved to the Mongol deserts forming 

the Mongol race wh i1e some pushed southward 

occupying the Korean peninsula. Others passed 

through the Korean straits to Japan at Tsushi

ma, helping form the current Japanese race. 6) 

With an extremely sophisticated form of trans

portation and a desire for travel and mobility, 
the Tungus were even able to pass the frozen 

tundra near Okhotsk and the Kamchatka penin-

5) Chun, Kwan-Wu, 1983, Hangμk Sangosa μi Jaeηgjeom (Arguments 0/ Ancient History iπ Korea)~ 

edited by Chun, Kwan-Wu, Seoul, p.131. 
Kim, Jung-Bae, 1973, Hankuk Minzok μi Kiwoπ (The Origin 0/ Korean Peoψle) ， Seoul, pp. 158'"" 159. 
Kim, Won-Yong, 1983, Hankμk Kokohak Gaeyo (lntroduction to Korean Archaeology) , Seoul, p.47. 

6) Along this line see Lee, Kwang-Kyu, 1983, Haηgιk Saηgosa μ Jaeη~gjeom (Argμments 0/ Ancieηt 
History iπ Korea) , edited by Chun, Kwan-Wu, Seoul, pp.144"'145. 
Mizuno, Yu, 1974, Nippon Kodai Kockka (Japan, Ancient Nation) , Tokyo, pp.69"'71. 
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Map 1. Map of The Northern Tungus Migration 
Modified from S.M. Shirokogoroff, Northern 
Tungus Migrations in the Far East (1926). 

sulas to the Bering Straits, Sea of Japan, and 

into Alaska, Canada, North America, and some 

as far as Latin America. Some of the cultural 

items that were diffused through the Tungus 

movement might include such things as fìsh 

traps, willow or wicker wares, foods , and totem 

poles. Totem poles, though absent in Japan, were 

used to drive away evils and protect villages 

from disease. Totem pole customs came to the 

northeast regions of China and Korea and have 

been found in the current Lake Baikal area. 

Bean cake, soybean paste, bean paste, and soy 

sauce production are common in China, Korea, 
and Japan. Wicker suitcases or baggage have 

been found in Siberia areas, as willows were 

common near Lake Baikal, which was a more 

temperate weather zone thousands of years ago 

(see map 1). 

Other cultural elements that might link the 

Tungus to China, Korea, and Japan would be 

a “blue spot" , referred to as a “Mongolian 

blue spot" , as a physical mark found on the 

bodies of many east Asians. Fish traps such as 

those found near the Amur River area might 

also be a common element. Another Tungus 

movement of relevant note is the one which 

resulted in the formation of the Kiltanchok 

(race) , which was the major race of the 10th 

century Liao empire of China and the Y ojinchok 

(race) , which had tremendous power during 

the Ching Dynasty in the northern continent 

areas. The movement and contributions of the 

Tungus race are sweeping and played an 

instrumental role in the early formation of East 

Asian races. 7) 

Professor S.M. Shirokoroff, author of SociaZ 

Organizatioπ of the Northerπ Tμngus， (Shanghai, 
1933) discusses in detail the movement of early 

Tungus tribes. There seems little doubt that 

the Tungus were most prominent in the mixing 

of races with the Chinese, Manchurians, and 

Koreans. 8) 

7) Okladnikov, A.P. , Th e. So앙et Far East in Aηtiquity: An Archaeological and Historical Stμdy of 
the Maritime Regioη of the U.S.S.R edited by Michael, Heny N. , University of Toronto Press, 
pp.1^'2 (introduction). 
Okladnikoγ， A. P. , 1959, Ancient Popμlation of Siberia and its Cμltμre， Peabody Museum, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, pp.53^'65. 
Shiratori, Kurakichi, 1911, “Shukushinko (Some aspect of Tungus) , " Historical Geograψhy， Tokyo, 
p.1^'18. 

8) Kim, Jung-Bae, 1987, “ Foundation of ethnic Korean nation and coming of its ancient kingdom 
states," Korea Joμrnal， τ01. 27, no. 4, Seoul, pp.33^'39. 
Kirn, Bang-Han, 1983, Haηg뼈 Saηggosa μi Jaeπgjeom CArgμments of Ancient History π Korea) , 
edited by Chun, Kwan-Wu, Seoul, p.25. 
Kim, Tal-Su, 1982, Choseη (Korea) , Tokyo, pp.40^'42. 
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In order to pursue the origin of the Korean 

people, we may safely conclude that the Korean 

people are closely classified with the Mongolian 

race and are associated with the southern 

Tungus group from the 5000 B.C. period. The 

Tungus people passed through the northern 

part of China, Manchuria and into the Korean 

peninsula while some even continued on to 

Japan. 9 ) However, on the other hand, the 

southern part of ancient Korea was particular1y 

influenced by the southern culture. 10) 

4. A venues of Transporation 

In the ancient period, the sea played a 

significant role in human migration and cultural 

.diffusion. The sea was not an obstacle, it was 

the highway by which various cultures were 

exchanged. Through Korean migration into 

ancient Japan, we see a close relationship with 

sea routes in association with boats. There are 

four major sea routes from Korea to Japan. 

---+ PRIMAKY FLOW -- SECON llARY FLOW 

PARHAE 
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Map 2.. Korean Migration to Ancient Japan 
(4th"'9th Century) 

Source: Modified from Chung-Myun Lee, 1985, “ Iron 
smelting in ancient ] apan with reference 
to Korean Migration," The Geographical 
Journal 0/ Korea , vol. 10, p.7. 

Kim, Chung-]u, 1981, “Futatabi kanraibunka no ryoiki 0 kangaeru (Reevaluation of the scope of 
diffused culture from Korea to ]apan) , " Nippoη ηi kita Kankuku Bμ샤a (Koreaη CuZtμre Comes to 

Japan) , Tokyo, pp.101",no. 
Lissner, 1γar， 1960, Man, God and Magic, translated from German by J. Brownjohn, New York, 
pp.150"'153. 
]ochelson, Walder, 1928, Peoples 0/ Asiatic Russia, The American Museum of National History, 
New York, pp.37"'43. 

9) Kim, Yong-Woon, 1987, Han Il Minzok ui Wonhyμng (Archetype 0/ Koreans and Japanese) , Seoul, 
pp.23"'27. 
1m, Dong Kwon , 1986, “ ]apanese and Korean folk culture," Newsletter, ]apan Foundation, Tokyo, 
J apan pp. 5"'6. 
Mizuno, Yu , 1978, “ lzumo no naka no Shilagi bunka (S il1a culture in lzumo) , " Nippon Bμπka to 
Chseη (Japaηese C:κZtμre aηd Korea) , Tokyo, p.149. 
Usami, Minoru, 1973, “ Chosengogen no Nippon chimei (Japanese place name originated by Korean 
language) , " Nippoη Bμηka to Choseπ (Japanese Cμltμre and Korea) , Tokyo, p. 275. 

10) Lee, Kwang-Kyu, 1983, Haηgκk Sangkosa μ Jaeηgjeom (Argμments 0/ Ancient History η Korea) , 
edited by Chun, Kwan-Wu, Seoul, p.174. 
Obayashi, Taryo, 1983, “Bunka jinrui gaku kara mita Nipponkai Bunka (Culture of the Sea of 
]apan examined from the viewpoint of cultural anthropology) , " Kodai Nippo뼈ai Bμηka (Ancieηt 

Cμltμre 0/ the Sea 0/ J apaπ) ， edited by Mori, Koichi, Tokyo, pp. 87 "'88. 
Mizuno, Yu, 1981, “Kodai Nicho Kankei to kikajin (The relations between ]apan and Korea with 
reference to migrants) , " Kodai ηo Nippoη to Choseπ (Ancient J apan and Korea) , Tokyo, p. 74. 
Kim, Tal-Su, and Lee, Chin-Hee, 1981, “ Chosen kara mita Nippon kodaishi (Ancient history in 
]apan viewed by Korea)." Kodai no Nippoη to Choseη (Ancient Jaψan aηd Korea) , Tokyo, pp. 
100"'101. 
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First, the route from Korea to Tsushima 

Iki and northern Kyushu. Second, the route 

connecting the east coast of Korea wìth the 

Sanin (Nagato, Izumo, Hoki, and Oki) and 

Hokuriku (Echizen, Noto, Kaga and Echigo) 

regions by way of the Liman currents. The 

third avenue is the relatively easy flow of 

traffic from the multiple island grouping 

southwest of the Korean peninsula via Cheju 

and Goto islands leading northwest of the 

Kyushu area. The last major route is the 

direct cross-over from Korea to Japan, passing 

through the high seas on the Sea of Japan. 

While this would have been most difficult, 
another option would have been from maritime 

territory to western coastal areas of Sakahlin, 
Hokkaido and Honshu. Of these major routes, 
the one from Korea(Pusan) to Tsushima, Kyushu 

is the shortest and probably was the most 

popular, especial1y through the Yayoi period. lll 

However, the second avenue linking the east 

coast of Korea to the Sanin and Hokuriku 

regions has been neglected. Ancient Japanese 

historical records simply emphasized the Yamato 

area in the Kinki region(see rnap 2). 

However, the sea currents linking the east 

coast of Korea to the Sanin and Hokuriku 

regions created lanes of movement that were 

indeed substantial and signifi.cant. Much research 

to date has neglected the cultural vestiges left 

by the Korean migrants that inhabited these 

regions during ear1y Japanese history. 

During ancient times, communication between 

Korea and Japan ￦as dependent on the travel 

of smal1 boats. The. boat was a very important 

part of cultural diffusion in ancient time. In 

order to revi w ancient Korean migration, sea 

capacitiesof boats are important variables to 

be considered. In tracing the vestiges of Korean 

migration, in relation to cultural diffusion in 

ancient Japan, we must examine boats and sea 

currents. The sea is closely associated to ancient 

cultural diffusion. The sea was not an obstacle 

as much as a means by which culture could 

be exchanged. Therefore, elimination of stories 

concerning the boat and the ocean would render 

a discussion on cultural diffusion rneaningless. 12l 

During the Yayoi period, especially around 

the 3rd century A.D. , canoes and plank boats 

were made in a variety of forms according to 

the areas of theìr origin. Boats used along the 

coastal shorelines of the Tsushima current 

differed from those used along the Paci fi.c 

Ocean side of Japan. Another structure of boat 

was used for travel on the inland sea (Setonai

kai). Designs differed according to usage on 

lakes, rivers, or seas. 13l 

As we examine the scope of voyages by boats 

in ancient times, we assume that they were 

very smal1 in size. However, records indicate 

that some vessels were of substantial size. 

According to the Nihonshoki, the fi.rst spoken of~ 

which was named the Karuno, was said to have 

measured 30 meters. Another boat, whìch ìs 

11) Mori, Koichi, 1983, “Ni때onkai no kodaibunka to kokogaku (Ancient culture in the Sea of Japan 
and archaeology) , " Kodia NiPponkai Bunka, (Ancient Cιlture in the Sea 0/ Japan) , edited by Mori, 
Koichi, Tokyo, pp.46"'49. 

12) Deguchi, Akiko, 1985, “ Nippon ni okeru fune no keitai bunrui to chiiki ruikei (The morphological 
classification and regional typology of boats in Japan) , " Geographical Journal 01 Korea , γ01. 10, 
dedicated to the 60th anniversary of Dr. Chung. Myun Lee’s birth, Seoul, p. 459 and p. 486. 
Nishimura, Matsugu, 1938, “ Senshi jidai oyobi genshi jidai no suijou wnpan gu (Means of sea 
transportation in prehistory and the primitive age) ," Jinrμigaku， Seπshigakμ Koza 6 (Lectμre 

Series 6: Anthropology and Prehistory) , Tokyo, pp.1"'38. 
Mikami, Tsugio, 1978, op. cit. , p. 68. 

13) Yasui, Ryozo, 1981, “Kodai no fune to kaijo no michi (Ancient boats and sea routes) ," Higashi 
Asia no Kodai buπka (Ancient C:μlture iπ East Asia) , Tokyo, pp.3"'4. 
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mentioned in the local history records of 

Hitachi, was measured at 45 meters. Based 

upon these records we cannot assume that the 

ancient vessels of transportation and commerce 

were always small. A 26th century B.C. 

excavation in Egypt revealed boats measuring 

up to 45 meters underscoring this fact. Theories 

of migration, such as the Kima minjoksol, 
.suggest the transportation of goods, people, 
.and even horses, at a very early date, which 

.only could have been transported by a large 

boat. Between the 3rd and 5th centuries, 

、standards and technologies of carpentry were 

relatively high in east Asia. The Korean 

influence on ship building technologies of the 

time ￦as quite remarkable. This contrasts with 

the assumptions that ]apanese technologies were 

very low during the ]omon and Yayoi periods. 

Koreans were able to influence and share many 

important technologies during this time, despite 

]apanese references to boat making that only 

.credit the Chinese influence. 14) 

Remembering that sea currents, winds, and 

seasons play an important part in cultural 

diffusion, let‘ s look at the conditions near Korea. 

In a twelvemonth period, under certain conditi

ons, a variety of sea currents and winds will 

move toward Japan. The warm Kuroshiho 

currents of southeast Asia wil1 move as far 

north as the Sanin and Hokuriku regions, while 

also washing the pacific shorelines on the other 

side of ]apan. From the north comes the 

Oyashio current, also washing the pacific 

shorelines of ]apan, as well as the Liman 

currents from the north maritime territory 

moving to the east coast of Korea and meeting 

warmer waters. It should be remembered here 

that the size of boat bears less of an importance 

when the right sea currents prevai1. Small 

vessels can travel an extremely long distance 

if in the right sea currents. During the summer 

months, prevailing winds move from the sout

heast toward ]apan, while the winter winds 

come out of the northwest. The August sea 

currents, orginating from the point of Malaysia, 
move in a northeasterly direction via Hainan, 
Taiwan, Goto Island, and western Kyushu, 

eventually becoming the Tsushima current. 

Such currents, however, are not always consi

stent and therefore neither are the cultural 

exchanges. 

Distance between countries is not always as 

important a factor as one might think. For 

example, Pusan to northern Kyushu is just 

over 50 km. However, by boat, one must pass 

through the Korean Strait and the Tsushima 

Strait, which can be very taxing. Though the 

distance is shorter, the journey can be longer. 

Another example is that we can see the 

possibi1ity of movement from southern China 

to Kyushu from the mouth of the Yangtze 

River to Goto Island west of Kyushu. A typical 

Chinese junk can make the journey overnight 
during the month of July or AuguSt. 15) 

When we look at charts of the sea currents, 
the Kuroshiho current coming from southeast 

Asia hits the Okinawa area, moves into the 

east China Sea, and heads north where a major 

division of currents takes place. A division of 

the warm currents sends waters to the west 

coast of Korea, through the Korean Strait, and 

lastly through the Tsushima Strait, which 

14) Morisaki, Kazue, “Wumi sachi, yama sachi (Japan favored by sea and mountain) , " Toraijin 
(Migrants) , Tokyo, pp.146"'148. 
Yasui, Ryozo, 1981, op. cit. , pp.4"'8. 

15) Mozai, Torao, 1985, “ Shima tsudai no kaijo no michi (Sea routes, island by island) , Toraijiη， 
(Migrants) , Tokyo, pp.1"'9. 
Ishihara, Susumu, and Ryuhei Maruyama, Kodai Omi ηo Choseπ (Aηcient Omi Relating to Korea) , 

Tokyo, pp.15"'16. 
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carries onward to the Sea of Japan. The 

division that sends currents to the Tsushima 

and Korean Strait takes place west of Japan’s 

Goto Island. The warm waters from these 

currents wash both the east side of Korea and 

the coastlines near the Sea of Japan. However, 
when the cold waters sent by the Liman current 

meet the warm waters that have passed through 

the Korean Strait, new currents are created 

that head eastward toward Japan then merge 

with the warm Tsushima currents carrying 

strong flows along the coastal areas of the 

Sanin and Hokuriku regions (see map 3). 

This information suggests that for the smaller 

plank boats and canoes, which would have been 

common during the Jomon and Yayoi periods, 
that as they left the east coast of Korea, they 

would have been at the mercy of currents that 

could have taken them to coastal areas near the 

Sanin or Hokuriku regions. During W orld War 

II, 200 tons of soybeans were loaded onto two 

boats that were departing from Pusan. One 

manless boat arrived at Sensaki in Yamaguchi 

prefecture, the other traveled even further north 

landing at Akasaki in Tottori prefecture. 16) A 

point to remember is that boats not utilizing sails 

or more sophisticated navigational technology 

are necessarily more subservient to tides and 

currents. Some boats would be forced toward 

the Sanin and Hokuriku coastal regions while 

crossing over. Bigger and stronger boats are 

more able to cross directly through the strait 

to Shimane or Noto peninsulas, or Wakasa 

Bay. On the other hand, people living in Japan 

on the Sanin coast (Tottori or Shimane 

prefectures) wishing to travel to Korea could 

ride the currents toward the west coast of 

Kyushu near Goto Island, thus catching 

% 

‘ 
l 

\ 

/ 

、/ 
/ 

Map. 3. Ocean Currents of East Asia. 

currents that lead back to the west coast of 

Korea. Considering such movement between 

ancient Korea and Japan, similarities and 

relationships between the cultures must be 

examined. Cultures of the Kinki region and 

northern Kyushu areas of Japan today continue 

to show remarkable simi1iarities to that of 

South Korea. Such cultural items as hunting 

style, shifting cultivation,17) specific festivals 

and ceremonies, types of grain and seed improve

ments, and a host of others could be mentioned 

as evidence. The contact period of the Sanin 

and Hokuriku regions and Korea is even longer 

than that of northern Kyushu and. Korea. By 

the end of the Jomon period, two distinct 

cultures existed in Japan. The culture of 

16) Torao, Mozai, 1985, op. cit. , pp.127"'129. 
Kim, Yong-Woon, 1983, Kaπkokμjin to Nippoηjin (Koreans and Japanese) , Tokyo, p.144. 

17) Obayashi, Taryo, 1983, op. cit. , pp.78"'82. 
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northern Kyushu, Nara and coastal areas of 

the Sanin and Hokuriku regions were clearly 

developed by the new migrants to these areas. 

5. Vestiges of Korean Migration 

Regarding the vestiges of Korean migration 

on the Sanin and Hokuriku regions, there are 

numerous things to be discussed and several 

areas which deserve special attention. However, 
only a limited number of items and issues will 

be dealt with here. 

The Liman sea currents seem to have greatly 

influenced ancient travel from Silla and Kaya 

to Japan. 18) Recent archeological surveys have 

yielded large amounts of excavation materials 

along the sites of these areas. Such material 

indicates a core relationship between Korea, 
Japan, the northeast regions of China, and 

the maritime territory, as well as all of conti

nental Asia. 

Some great commonalities between ancient 

Korea and the history of Sanin and Hokuriku 

regions suggest some very close ties. Some of 

the topics to be dealt with include such items 

as myths or legends, tumulus and burial 

customs, earthenware, rice cultivation, and rock 

paintings. The vestiges of the many cultures 

that crossed into Japan created a strong mix 

of race and culture. The cultural complexities 

of Japan reveal core relationships between 

Korea, East Asia and Japan. One such nation, 

and its dealings with ancient Japan is essential 

to the discussion of early Korean migration. 

After the fall of the Korean kingdom of 

Koguryo, many Koreans migrated north into 

the Manchuria regions of Parhae between the 

8th and 10th centuries, A.D. Japan had 

substantial communication with Parhae. Japan 

was very interested in the activities of the 

Sushen and Mo-ho peoples of the mari time 

territory as well as those inhabitants of Korea 

and China. Therefore, communication through 

Parhae gave them a more complete picture of 

regional activities. Records from the imperial 

Kimmei period tell how the Sushen (Tungus) 

group landed at Sado Island in Japan. 19) Other 

records show that at least 35 missions from 

Parhae went to ancient Japan. Wind direction, 
especially during the winter months, accommo

dated travel from Parhae to Noto, Kaga~ 

Eshizen, and sometimes as far south as Sanin. 

Korean history treats Parhae as an extension 

of Koguryo. Japan, however, looks at Parhae 

as a separate nation. 

The country of Parhae was located in the 

northeast regions of China and extended 

southward into what is presently north Korea. 

From the end of the 7th century to the begi

nning of the 10th century, A.D. , the Koguryo 

people, who had left Korea, moved north when 

their kingdom fell to Silla. They built Parhae 

into a country that had to be reckoned with. 20) 

In fact, Japan sought relations with Parhae 

18) Yuasa, Katsue, 1962, “Kikajin bunka no hanashi (A story of migrant’s culture) , " Kanrai Bμnka ηo 
Koei (A) (The Sequences 0/ Korean Cμltμre) ， Tokyo, p.47. 

19) Takase, Shigeo, 1984, NiPponkai Bκηka πo Keisei (Cμltμral Formation iπ the Sea 0/ Japan) , Tokyo, 
pp.48""'50. 
Mori, Koichi, 1983, “ Nipponkai no kodaibunka to kokogaku (Ancient culture in the Sea of Japan 
and archaeology) , " Kodai Nippoηkai Bμnka， edited by Mori, Koichi, Tokyo, pp.43""'46. 

20) Lee, Ki-Baeck, 1983, Hank뼈 Sangkosa μi J aenjeom (Argμments 0/ Ancient History in Korea) , edited 
by Chun, Kwan-Wu, Seoul, pp.19""'20. 
Lee, Ki-Baeck and Ki-Dong Lee, 1984, Haηguksa Kaηgjμa (Lectures 0/ Koreaπ History) , Ancient 
Part, Seoul, pp.419""'420. 
Chu, Young-Hyun , 1971, Parhae-Mμnhwa (Parhae Culture) , Pyongyang, pp.3""'5. 
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Map 4. Country Names in Ancient Japan 
Data compiled from various sources by 

Chung-Myun Lee 

in an alliance against an aggressive Silla 

government. 

Communications between Silla and ]apan 

￦ere strained. As a result, Parhae missions to 

]apan are recorded to have been at least 35, 
while Japan sent at least 20 missions to 

Parhae21l Otsuura in northern Kyushu was the 

receiving area for the m!ssions. However, Parhae 

found it difficult to travel that far south and 

landed in the Koshino Kuni area (Wakasa, 

Echizen, Kaga, Noto, Ecchu, Echigo and 

Sado). Of the 35 missions to Japan, 13 journeys 

landed in the Hokuriku region. F our missions 

were not identifiable by records in regard to 

the place of landing. Chances are, that up to 

half of all the missions from Parhae landed 

near the Echizen or Noto peninsulas (see 

map 4). 

There was a good deal of travel from Parhae 

to Koshino Kuni More specifically, the Fuku 

urano minato (port) , located on the open sea 

side of Noto peninsula, was the landing site for 

missions sent to Japan from Parhae. In reviewing 

the records of missions from Parhae to ]apan, 
the records indicate the thoughtful arrangements 

made for entertainment, communications, and 

guest houses. Generous repairs of boats were 

chiefly motivated by the desire to maintain 

cultural and political relationships and generate 

intelligence reports (Parhae History) , on Si1la 

and the Tang Dynasty of China. This was best 

done through relationships with Parhae. 22l 

However, puzzling points as to the location 

of guest houses on the Noto Peninsula stil1 

remain. Recently, some scholars have suggested 

that the guest houses were located near the 

Kehi Shrine which is at the Ichinomiya Shrine 

in Hakui-gun (Ishikawa prefecture). Because 

the guest house in Matsu bara Etsuzen-no-kuni, 
where mission groups stayed, was handled by 

the chief of the Kehi Shrine, it would logically 

follow that the Noto peninsula was a popular 

receiving area. Recently, excavations revealing 

relics from the Shigae relic site suggest that 

the location of the guest houses on the Noto 

peninsula was indeed near the Kehi ShrÍne. 23) 

From Parhae missions, Japan received cultural 

21) Park, Shi-Hyung, 1971, “Bockaishi kenkyu no tameni (On the study of Parhae history) , " Parhae 
Munhα1a ， by Chu, Young-Hyun, Pyongyang, pp.174""175. 

22) Takase, Shigeo, 1984, Nippoηkai Bμnka no Keisei (0μltural Formation ín the Sea 0/ Japan) , Tokyo, 
pp.35""38. 
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gifts such as bear skins, leopard skins, and 

other furs , w hich were very popular amongst 

the noble class. During this period, according to 

the Engishiki (regulation code of the Rytsuryo 

system which became effective in 967 A.D.) , 
furs were designated into various status types. 

Ginseng and other herbs (such as Buja) were 

stuffs brought from Parhae. On the other hand, 
Parhae took back with them silk goods according 

to the Engishik i. 

As discussed above, trade and communication 

across the Sea of ]apan between Korea and 

]apan centered around the Noto region or the 

so-called coastal areas of the Hokuriku region. 

Otsuura in northern Kyushu, the official recei

ving area for diplomatic missions was important 

as wel l. These two areas were impacted by 

cultural exchange between ]apan and Korea. 24) 

Burial customs and activities show striking 

resemblances between Korea and Japan. A 

projection of the four corners of a tumulus 

Shimane prefecture, (especially Izumo), Toyama 

prefecture, and other places along the Sea of 

Japan coastline reveal that roughly 20 tumuli 

were built between the end of the 3rd century 

A.D. and the middle of the 4th century A.D. 

This construction of tumuli constituted the 

beginning of the Tumulus Age. Through an 

examination of ancient Korean tumuli, the use 

of piled stones for monumental purposes, and 

the use of multiple pots in burials, we fìnd 

some striking similarities with ]apan. 25) 

Regarding excavations on the above mentioned 

tumuluses, Professor Shigeo Takase indicated 

that along the Sanin and Hokuriku regions were 

unique cultural circles that ￦ere not influenced 

by the Yamato government until a much later 

date. Before these areas were impacted by the 

Yamato government, they were influenced by a 

more advanced culture that came through the 

Korean peninsula. As a result, it is necessary 

to study the burial system further, which will 

most likely contribute greatly to the underst

anding of the exchange of cul tures between 

Korea and ]apan. 26) 

Along this line, the Ezoana tumulus located 

at Noto machi in Kashima gun, Ishikawa prefe

cture, should be briefly discussed here. 

Concerning the Tumulus Ezoana in Suso, 
Professor Saito expressed his view that the 

buried man in the tumulus may be identifìed 

as a Shilagi ‘Shil1a’ person, because Shilagi 

and the Sanin region had close contact in the 

early ancient period in this region. 27) 

K. Komai, Professor of Tokyo University, 
through his fìeld work, identifìed the buried 

23) Muto, Masanori, 1974, “ Wakasaman to so no shuhen no Shiragikei iseki (Wakasa bay area and 
Shiragi related relics) ," Higashi Asia no Kodai bμηka (Ancient Cμltμre π East Asia) , Tokγ'0， 

pp.88"'94. 
24) Kim, Ki-Wung, 1985, “Kannichi koryushi no Kyozo to Chitzo (A virtual image and the real 

image of the interchange history between Japan and Korea) , " Toraijiη (Migrants) , Tokyo, p.259. 
25) Ueda, Masaaki, 1986, Kodai πo NiPpon to Choseπ (Ancient Japan and Korea) , Tokyo, pp.21"'22. 

Ueda, Masaaki, 1985, “ Toraijin to kodai Nippon (Migrants and ancient Japan) , " Toraijiπ 

(Migrants) , Tokyo, pp.68"'69. 
Kim, Tal-Su, 1984, NiPpon no nakano Choseπ Bμηka 8 (Korean C:μlture in Japan) , Tokyo, pp. 1l3'" 
114. 
Mori, Koichi, 1983, “Nipponkai no kodai bunka to kokogaku (Ancient cu1ture of the Sea of ]apan 
and archaeology) , " Kodai NiPponkai Buηka， edited by Mori, Koichi, Tokyo, p~ 33. 

26) Mori, Koichi, 1983, “Kodai Nipponka 0 saikento suru (Reevluation of the cu1ture of the Sea of 
J apan) , " Lekishi Koroπ (Pμblic View of Historical Problems) , Tokyo, pp.11"'13. 

27) Saito, Tadashi, 1984, Kodai Chosen Bμnka to NψIPOη (Ancieηt Korean Culture and Japan) , pp.240'" 
241. 
Kim, Tal-Su, 1984, Nippoπ πo Naka πo Chosen Bunka (Korean Cμlture iη Japan) , Tokyo, pp.174"'178. 
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man as a Koguryo person based upon the style 

of the grave yard, which was constructed around 

the later part of the 7th century. Along with 

this view, Professor Tadaski Saito has differing 

opinion that because of the similar structure of 

the Koguryo tumulus it is not acceptable to 

connect the Ezeana tumulus directly with the 

influence of Koguryo. He suggests that the 

influence of Silla contributed to the sophist

icated structure of the tumulus because Silla 

migrants had demonstrated their skill for 

building similar structures. 

Sumio Hashimoto suggested that the buried 

man in Esoana Tumulus may have come from 

the Kinki region. Eventually, there was a 

second generation of Korean Migrants. 28) 

Regardless, people from Koguryo, and Silla 

were migrants to Japan. According to this fact 

the Ezoana tumulus in Noto was closely related 

with Korean migration around the later part 

of the 7th century in ancient Japan. The Ezoana 

tumulus was closely related with burial modes 

of the Koguryo culture in ancient Korea. 

A few Korean scholars have studied in depth 

the early contributions and diffusions of iron 

smelting in East Asia. Koreans took with them 

a much needed technology when they migrated 

to Japan. 29) Core relations between Korea and 

the Sanin region in regard to the iron smelting 

can be shown. Associated with the diffusion 

of iron smelting might be a mythological tale 

concerning the death of an eight-headed snake. 

Susano onomikoto is said to ha ve beheaded 

the snake, which lived in the Hino River. 

Just as control over iron meant power, the 

eight-headed snake meant power as well. 

Folklore suggests that the snake (found in 

Shimane prefecture) originated in southeast 

Asia. 

Japanese history contains many mythological 

“Gods" coming to their country from overseas. 30) 

The Nihonshoki (Suiningi) speaks of Sunuga 

Arahito, a man who came to Japan from the 

ancient Korean kingdom of SillajKaya. Wearing 

a crown (with an antler motif) he journeyed 

to Izumo and on to Tsuruga. 31) Other tales of 

“Gods" from afar are abundant in ancient 

Japanese folk history. Such tales most likely 

developed from official missions and unofficial 

contacts between ancient Japan and Koguryo~ 

Paekche, SillajKaya, Tamna (presently Cheju 

Island) , and Parhae. The Rokukokoshi, a 

significant historical work of ancient Japan, 
catalogs some of the journeys from across the 

Sea of J a pan. 

Core relationships between several areas that 

are influenced by the flows of the Liman and 

Tsushima sea currents should be mentioned 

28) Hashimoto, Sumio, 1983, “Yayoi jidai kara Heian jidaihe (Yayoi Period to Heian Period) , " Kodai 
Nipponkai Buηka (Ancient C:μlture 0/ the Sea 0/ Japan) , edited by Mori, Koichi, Tokyo, pp.251"'254. 

29) Lee, Chung-Myun, 1985, “ Iron smelting in ancient Japan with reference to Korean migration," The 
Geographical Jourηal 0/ Korea, γ이. 10, Seoul, pp.1"'15. 
Moon, Kyung-Hyun, 1978, “ Shin kan no tetsusan to Shiragi no Kyosei (Iron production in Shin 
kan and the strength of Sil1a) , " Higashi Asia no Kodai Bunka (Ancient Cμltκre in East Asia) , 
Tokyo, pp.181"'184. 
Kim, Jung-Bae, 1977, “ Hankuk Cholki munhwa (Iron cu1ture in Korea) , " Haημksa Yongμ 16 
(J ournal 0/ Koreaπ History 16) , Seoul, p.176. 

30) Mikami, Shizuhiro, 1974, op. cit. , p.87. 
Mikami, Shizohiro, 1974, op. cit. , pp.76"'78. 
Nakagawa, Tomoyoshi, 1973, “ Torai shita kamigami (Gods from overseas) ," Nippon Bμnka to 
Choseπ (Korean C:μlture in Japan) , Tokyo, pp.134"'135. 

31) Takase, Shigeo, 1984, Nippon kai Bunka πo keisei (Cμltural Formation of the Sea 0/ Japan) , Tokyo. 
p.28. Also see Nihoπshoki (Mimaki- i1lihiko, Autumn, July, 65 year). 
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here. The fi.rst centers around the long types of 

canoes that have been depicted in ancient 

pictures. Long types of boats, sometimes called 

gondras, have been given images on walls, 
stone engravings, and bells. In Unnan province 

in southern China and the Echizen province of 

Oishimura, Y oichi machi in Otaru, Hokkaido, 

and Amur River in the maritime territory, and 

in Ulsan in the Kyungsang puk province (near 

Bankudae) of Korea, canoes showing strong 

sim i1arities have been found. Engravings in 

rocks at Yoichi machi and along the Amur 

River and on the walls in caves at Ulsan show 

likenesses. The location of these areas is 

curiously distributed at varying points that 

could easily be linked to the travel and migrati

on patterns a10ng the natura1 flows of the 

Liman sea currents. 32) 

Further studies of such rock paintings found 

in the Siberia, Mongolia, Maritime territory, 

China, Korea and Japan wi1l not only revea1 

evidence relating to ancient migration patterns 

but is necessary to most prehistorical studies 

of the region. 33) 

Discussions concerning the dating of the 

pictures found on cave walls in Bankudae in 

Eonyang Myun, Ulsan has recently arisen. 

Discovered with the pictures of canoes have 

been images of deer, horses, cows, tigers, 

wha1es, dolphins, sea lions, and sharks. 34) 

Professor Myong-dae Moon, who helped discover 

these, suggests that they belong to the Bronze 

Age. Professor Yong-Hoon Hwang proposes a 

later time of the Bronze Era as the more 

accurate origin. The area was possibly inhabited 

by the Yemaek raGe,35) a very primative people. 

Some suggest that the pictures found in Echizen 

province were created in the middle of the 

Yayoi period. Other rock paintings at Cheon 

Chunli were discovered in 1970. The paintings 

consist of geometric patterns of concentric 

circles, swirls, and diapers, and animals such 

as the deer and goat. These rock paintings 

seem to be related to the nearby rock paintings 

at Pangu-dae in Eonyang. 36 ) 

Some examples of archaeological evidence in 

the Hokuriku region are discoveries of such 

things as earthenware. Similar earthenware has 

been found in the northeastern part of Korea 

and the maritime territory. Handmade stone 

ploughs and stone hoes have been discovered 

in similar areas. The Sanin region had fi.nds 

of Yayoi relics that were common in Korea as 

well. Diffusion of Yayoi culture, as discussed, 
was clearly throughout Korea, southern China, 
and J a pan. The flow of this cul ture was from 

north to south. However, sea currents flowing 

from east Korea gave a unique twist to this 

diffusion as revealed by stone hoes discovered 

in the hillsides of Sanin region (the foot of 

Daisen (1, 711m) Mountain in Tottori prefe

cture). Furthermore, in Nagano prefecture, 
dry field cultivations, rectangled shape knives, 
and stone hoes which were used have been 

found in the northeastern part of Korea. These 

types of agricultural to01s and their similarities: 

between those used in Korea and J a pan suggest 

common cultural diffusions at an early period. 

Carbon tested millet from these areas also show 

commonalities. Relationships between Parhae, 

32) Kokubu, Naoichi, 1981, “ Kodaino fune to kaijo no michi (Ancient boats and sea routes) , " Higashi 
Asia no Kodai Bunka (Ancieηt Cμltμre iπ East Asia) , Tokyo, pp.36""39. 

33) Kokubu, Naoichi, 1978, Kaijo no michi (Sea Roιtes) ， edited by Kokubu, Naoichi, Tokyo, pp.15""16. 
34) Hwang, Yong-Hoon, 1987, Tongpuk Asia μi Amkakhwa (Rock Paitings in North East Asia) , Seoul, 

pp.209""210. 
35) Kim, Won-yong, 1983, Haηg삶 Sangosa μi J aengjeom (Arguements 0/ Ancient History π Korea) , 

edited by Chun, Kwan-Wu, Seoul, p.171. 

36) Onyang Folklore Museum, 1980, The Folkcra/ts 0/ Korea , Onyang, Seoul, p.15. 
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Korea, and the Sanin and Hokuriku regions are 

indeed numerous. 37) 

In connection to the above statement, another 

vestige of Korean migration into the Sanin 

region can be found through evidence of stone 

carvings in the shape of horses. The stone

built horse which was excavated from the 

Sekibatani tumulus in Yodoemachi, Saiki-gun, 
in Tottori prefecture. This stone-built horse is 

very rare in the Honshu in Japan except for 

northern Kyushu. 

Furthermore, stone-built men and some jars 

were found at Fukuoka, Kumamoto and Oita 

prefectures in northern Kyushu. Stone-built 

men, horses, and lions were placed around the 

tomb areas in China. This type of system in 

Korea 얀as introduced after the unification of 

Silla dynasty ￦hen this. mode of burial system 

was adopted. Along with these points we have 

to discuss how they connect with the stone

built men, horses and jars in northern Kyu

shu. ProÍessor Saito in this regard, disclosed 

his vie깐 that it might be influenced by Chinese 

burying mode. Otherwise folks in northern 

Kyushu developed them with their own skills 

which they learned by making clay figures 

using plenty of lava which was obtained around 

Mt. Aso in Kyushu. 

He stated that the stone'-built horses in 

northern Kyushu had no relationship with the 

Unified Si1la Dynasty. However, he has no 

confi.dence on the China influence. He also says 

that these stone-built horses shifted from the 

Kyushu to the Sanin region. Another view he 

offered is that due to the early communication 

between the Izumo and Kibi regions, the horses 

may haye shifted from Kibi to Izumo. Espe-

cially, by examination of the lay out of the 

structure, and the carving patterns of Taka

matsu sensoku tumulus which were closely 

related to the northern Kyushu type’ s tumulus 

in Okayama city in Okayama Prefecture, in 

this regard, he assumed that there was some 

sort of correlation among the northern Kyushu, 
Kibi and Izumo regions. Furthermore, he 

indicated some relationship between tumulus 

culture in the Izumo region and Northern 

Kyushu which there were unique structure 

of tumulus. Listing these elements Professor 

Saito was reluctant to cite a correlationship 

between Japan and Korea. 37) 

In order to provide a clearer picture of the 

stone-built horse, this author would like to 

describe what he observed during the field 

work in Japan and Korea in' the summer of 

1986. 

There were three stone-built horses in Seock 

mari, maammyun, Koseong-gun, Kyungsang 

namdo. According to the folks who live in 

this village, of the three stone-built horses, 
the biggest horse measured at a length of 

140 cm, back height of 45 cm and a head height 

of 40 cm. The last horse was buried in the 

stone fence measuring at a length of 100cm. 

Backheight measurement was impossible to 

calculate because the head was inserted toward 

the inside. Another stone-built horse contained 

in the Iwayama data center in Fukoka prefe

cture measured at a length of 145 cm, and a 

height of 95 cm). The stone-built horse in 

Yodoe-maci in Saiki Gun, Tottori prefecture, 
was also contained in a box, measuring at a 

length of 150 cm, and a height of 120 cm. Both 

Jegs -of the horses were lost. However, the 

37) Kim, Tal-Su, 1984, Nippon no πaka no ChosenBunka (Korean Cμlture in J apan) , Tokyo, pp.52""'55. 
Mori, Koichi, 1983, “ Kodai Nipponkai bunka 0 saikentosuru (Reevaluation of the ancient cu1ture of 
the Sea of ]apan) , " Lekishi Koroπ 3 (Pμblic View 0/ Historical Problems) , Tokyo, pp.12""'14. 
Komoto, Masayuki, 1978, Kaijo ηo michi (Sea Routes) , edited by Naoichi Kokubu, Tokyo, pp.140""' 
150. 
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elegant horse looking grey with age, was desi

gnated in 1935 as an essential article of fi.ne 

art and was also designated in 1959 as a 

cultural asset. The horses between Yodoe-machi 

and Koseong gun were fairly close in size and 

shape. 

A few lines concerning the similarities of 

Yodoe machi in Totori, ]apan and Seock mari 

Koseong gun in Korea should be mentioned 

here. 

(1) Date and age of the stone-built horse 

making period were unknown. 

(2) Seock mari’ s horse was made with lava 

stone. 

(3) Size and shape of horses in both areas 

were pretty much similar. 

(4) Carving skills of stone-buil t horse scul p

tors were similar. 

(5) Horse in Y odoe machi has a saddle on 

the back, but Seock mari’ s horse had no saddle 

on the back. 

(6) The original site of the horse in Yodoe 

machi is traceable so far, but the original site 

of the Seock mari’s horse was not applicable. 

In order to obtain the exact site, more time 

for investigation was needed. 

(7) The location of both horses was close 

to the shore line. 

(8) Both parts were designated as cultural 

assets in terms of historical preservation. Such 

stone horses bear strong resemblance to those 

found in Korea, particularly around the Kayaj 

Silla areas in ancient Korea. 

The relationship between KayajSilla and the 

Yodoe machi area is indicated in several ways. 

Place names of mountains and villages link 

together these areas. “Koreisan" or “Koma 

yama" was once the name of the mountains 

now called Taisen. Koma mura (village lived 

in by Korean migrants) is located in the Yodoe 

plains and experienced a name change in 

September of 1955. The new name was desi-

gnated as Taisen machi. Many tumulus in the 

area were once referred to as Kara Yama 

tumulus groups, suggesting a relationship with 

Korea. Excavations around the tumuli in this 

area have revealed gold and copper crowns 

resembling those found in Korea from the same 

time period. Some experts have suggested 

that the stone-built horses in Yodoe machi 

show that the area was possibly settled earlier 

than the Yamato area. Techniques and skills 

to complete such carvings perhaps came directly 

from Korea. As mentioned, the horses are 

similar to those in Korea, especially to those 

found in Seokmari, Maam Myun, Koseong gun, 
Kyung-Nam. 

Regarding stone-built structures, let us briefly 

touch on the Okamasu no Ishindo (stone-built 

shrine) located near the Kajiyama. According 

to history, there was a Okamasu no Ishindo in 

Kokufu, Iwamigun Tottori prefecture. This is 

a unique stone-built structure which the ]apanese 

government designated as a cultural asset. 

Over a thousand years ago, it stood promi

nently on a hill. This is one of the oldest 

stone-built structures in Sanin region, Tottori 

prefecture. In 1966, Mr. Sadao Kawakami 

published his research of Okamasu no Ishind。

(stone-built structure). Since then it has become 

a popular story. Professor Koichi Mori is 

currently researching this topic. 

This ishindo was destroyed several times due 

to earthquakes. Under these circumstances, it 

is difficult to paint out the original visage of 

the Ishindo (stone-built structure). Obviously, 
it shows a sense of Buddhistic culture origi

nating from Korea and the Asian Continent 

around the 7th century. However, today nobody 

seems to know why the ishindo was constructed 

during such an early period. 

But by examination of the basic platform 

layed out, some scholai"s assumed that such 
elements may indicate a relationship with the 
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’:stone-built pagoda. 1t is easy to imagine that 

the ishindo was closely related with the ancient 

stone pagoda in Korea. Similarities to the old 

three layered stone-built pagoda in Paekche 

and Silla stone-built tower are evident. 

By plastron and engraved patterns on several 

places on each pole (of nindomon) of 1shindo, 
attempts to compare the structure of Tumulus 

and paint of wall of Koguryo, have derived 

some correlation between the Sanin region and 

Koguryo in Korea. Regarding the time setting, 
examination of an old excavated brick from 

the 1shindo area indicated features of the 

Hakuho age. Also the carved patterns of the 

ishindo were similar to the Yukcho cul ture in 

China. Due to these elements, the time period 

of the Ishindo might belong to the Hakuho age 

()r the beginning of the Nara period. However, 
Professor Saito hesitates to say that, because 

it was impoEsible to conclude that the ishindo 

was much influenced by Koguryo culture. 39) 

He also has assumed that the ishindo may have 

been used as a tomb. 40) 

But Professor Koici Mori has a slightly 

different view. After careful research, he indi

cated that the ishindo is one of the unique 

relics of Koguryo type’ s tumulas. Also, he 

added that ￦e may see this type of Koguryo 

style of tumulas in Nagano and Wakayarna 

prefectures. Nonetheless, Professor Mori was 

reserved making further conclusions on the 

ishindo relic, because the Imperial Household 

Agency prohibited the excavation of this relic 

by claimi훨 that it is the Emperor Antoku’s 

tomb. In these respects, Mr. Tal-soo Kim said 

that the tumulus called Okamasu no ishindo 

probably were related to the Hata clan who 

39) Saito, Tadashi, 1984, op. cit. , pp.243어244. 

40) Saito, Tadashi, 1984, op. cit. , pp.243"'244. 

migrated from KayajSilla. 

1nterestingly enough, in the area which the 

ishindo is located there is a shrine named 

Inari shrine which was developed by the Hata 

clan in early ancient Japan. 41) 

A final aspect of vestiges of Korean migration 

that can be traced are blood types. Blood types 

are physical evidence that is hereditable. They 

are not affected by the environment and are 

very important elements in anthropological 

studies. One researcher, Tanemoto Fruhata, has 

conducted considerable research on blood type 

studies of the Japanese people. Amongst his 

findings: Japanese are 31. 5% O-type, 37.3% 

A-type, 22. 1% B-type, and 9.1% AB-type. 

In trying to fit this blood-type pattern with 

another countty, Fruhata found that southern 

China, specifically the middle of the Yangtze 

River area, was very similar. 1t must be 

remembered that blood types change only when 

mixed with other races of different blood types. 

1n Japan, . the blood types found in Kyushu, 
Shigoku, and Chugoku, and the eastern part 

of Japan have far less A-types than other areas 

(more B-types can be found there). O-types 

aIe more typical in the northeastern parts of 

Japan (Southern Kanto, southern Kinki, and 

southern Kyushu regions). One theory is that 

O-types coming from southern pacific areas 

settled first in Japan and then B-type people 

came to Japan by way of Korea. As other 

types moved in, blood types, of course, became 

increasingly scrambled. This seems to contradict 

other findings, however, insomuch as B-types 

(more typical of Korean culture) are found in 

northeastern parts of Japan and not in western 

Japan, where so many other core relations 

41) Kim, Tal-Su, 1984, Nippoπ no Nippon ηo Naka no Choseη Bκnka (Koreaη Cκltμre in Japan). 

Tokyo, pp.24"'25. 
Kikami, Shizuhiro, 1974. op. cit. , p.83. 
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between Korea and Japan have been found. 

Fruhata never says where the A-types, so 

prominent in Japan, originate. More research 

is needed on the blood-type studies that Fruhata 

began. 42) 

In summary, the Korean people are less 

dominated by A-blood types than B-types. 

Though there are fewer O-types in Korea, 

there is no significant gap between countries. 

In comparison with Mongolians, Koreans seem 

to fall somewhere between Japanese and Mon

golians in regard to blood types. 

Some comments on the Noto in the Ishikawa 

prefecture are relevant here. On the Noto 

peninsula, A-blood-type distribution is much 

less, compared to other areas. Similar to Korea, 
B-type blood seems to dominate and Noto is 

the only area in Japan where B-types are 

greater. Speculation is that the Noto peninsula’ s 

proximity to north Korea, the Ainu in Ho

kkaido, and the race of Formosa created the 

combination now found. Favorable sea currents 

and migrants from Korea are credited for the 

mixed blood types on the Noto peninsula. 

Similar reasons, though to a lesser extent, are 

causes for the mixing of blood in the whole 

of Japan. 

6. Conclusion 

Human migration from Korea and East Asia 

to Japan began early. Therefore, inhabitants 

。n the coast of the Sea of Japan came prior 

to those on the Pacific Ocean side of Japan. 

The cultural contributions of those migrants 

were very significant. The Liman sea current 

contributed significantly to the cultural exch

anges between Korea, East Asia, and the 

coastal side of the Sea of Japan. Also notewo

rhty was the ability of the Korean migrants 

to adapt and strive in an unfamiliar envi

ronment. 

The Sanin and Hokuriku regions were not 

remote areas in the ancient shifting path of 

culture from Korea and East Asia to Japan. 

These areas were the front doors receiving 

Korea and the continental culture into ancient 

Japan. 

Also the influences of the Tungus played a 

role in the development of culture in early 

Japan as wel l. Also the influences of Korea 

and the maritime territory on the Sanin and 

Hokuriku regions are distinctive. 

Some scholars have suggested that the currents 

connecting Korea to the Sanin and Hokuriku 

regions were utilized for communication and 

travel as early as the Jomon period. Further 

evidence is needed to verify such cIaims. 

However, exìsting research underscores the 

potential of such ideas and necessitates that 

research in this area be given the consideration 

it deserves. 

In order to paint a clearer picture of Korean 

migration into the Sanin and Hokuriku regions, 
further intenstive research in various fields 

relating to Burial modes, shrine distribution, 
re1ics, language, place names, legends, myths, 
and tales is essential. 
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古代 韓系移住民의 滾歸;과 H 本古代文化
-山陰北陸地方을 中心으로-

국문요약; 

古代에 있어서 바다의 存在는 人類相互間을 

서로 結合시켜주었지 決코 障害는 되지 않았다. 

特히 海流와 風向은 판便에 依存한 바 많았던 

古代의 文化傳播上 중요한 投劃을 했었다. 韓國

과 古代日本을 連結시켜 준 主要한 海上의 길은 

네가지로 볼 수 있다. 첫째 韓國에서 對馬졸破 

섬을 거쳐 北九州에 닿는 루우트이다. 이것은 

韓日古代史에 있어서 特히 觸生時代全般을 通해 

서 重要한 공헌을 했었다. 둘째 韓國東海뿜을 

南下하는 Liman 海流와 對馬島附近에서 黑懶가 

나눠 져 , 對馬海流가 合流하여 山陰北陸地方을 

北上하여 北海道쪽으로 흐르는 루우트， 셋째 韓

國의 西南部의 多島海島l願地方을 中心으로 하여 

濟州島 五島列島를 거 쳐 西北九州로 빠진 루우 

트 넷째 日本海를 橫斷하든가 땀海州 構太 北海

道를 거 쳐 本州의 日本海뿔에 到達하는 루우트 

등이다. 

筆者는 韓國 對馬 賣뼈를 거 쳐 北九州에 닿는 

루우트에 못지 않게 重要한 공헌을 했던 두번째 

의 루우트를 浮刻시킴으로서 古代韓國文化의 山

陰北陸地方에의 傳播를 調훌하기 寫해 서 現地를 

路養한 바 있다. 그 調흉昭究의 結果를 要約하 

면 다음과 같다. 

1. 古代에 있어서 윷배를 使用할줄 모르고 충U 

빠를 利用했을 때도 일단 Liman 對馬海流를 다 

면 그를 따라 山陰北陸地方에 容易하게 到著할 

地理學論驚， 第14號， 1987年 12月 , pp.229""247 
* 美國 Utah 大學校 地理學科 敎授

李 廷 훌훌앞 

수 있었다. 따라서 이 地方은 編文時代외 初期

부터 往來가 있었던 것으로 보고 있다. 

2. 山陰北陸地方에 있어서의 韓系移住民(特히 

新羅와의 關係가 깊음)의 浪歐은 地名， 傳說， 言

語， 幕制， 血被型， 製鐵技術 그리 고 神社分布

등을 通해서 千數百年이 흘러간 오늘날에도 그 

浪麻을 찾아볼 수 있다. 

3. 山陰地方의 正陸地 등에 서 종종 發抽된 出

土品에서 手打製의담形 石錄k같은 것이 韓國것과 

類似하고 北陸地方에 서 觸文時代 初期에 發抽된 

土器 등은 蘇聯領 땀海州와 韓國의 東北部地方

에서 出士된 것과 類似한 點은 Liman 對馬海流

가 韓國의 東海뿜 日 本의 山陰 北陸地方을 흘러 

北進하는 것과 關聯되어 있다고보고 있다. 

4. 山陰北陸地方에 展開된 日本古代文化는 前

記한 海流와 北西季節風 등에 依한 自然條件과 

古代韓系移住民들의 獨自的이며 創造的인 努力

의 所塵이 었으며 아울러 핍뿔地域國家들의 關聯

도 無視 옷한다. 

5. 山陰北陸地方에 있어서의 古代韓國文化의 

傳播에 對해서는 보다 體系的이고 科學的언 調

훌가 훨求된다. 特히 考古學， 歷史學， 文歡學，

地理學， 民倚學， 社會學 등 各分野에 서 調훌가 

이루어져 過去 日本A에 依해서 行해진 調훌資 

料와 比較 • 檢討하묘로서 古代韓系移住民의 올 

바른 位置와 文化的 頁敵을 밝혀 야한다고 본다. 
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